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Clinical trials need innovation
Spending on clinical technology products and services 
has grown by more than 80% since the year 2010, yet 
study timelines continue to increase. 

Now, site staff attrition and trial complexity are limiting 
site capacity to crisis levels. According to Bain & Company, 
56% of sites say trials are more complex than 3 years ago,  
with a 100% increase in those sites citing next-gen tools 
and third-party vendors as the source of that complexity. 
Sites are being forced to make tough trade-offs and turn 
down trials. 

The result: Sponsors are having difficulty finding  
enough sites and patients to run their studies.  
Budgets and timelines are increasing, reducing 
profitability and ROI.

 

IQVIA One Home for Sites is a platform that serves as a neutral 
aggregator, connector, and communicator of the key systems and  
tasks a clinical research site needs to perform across all the trials  
it is conducting. It is the only product designed to reverse the negative 
effects of technology proliferation that is plaguing sites today.

IQVIA site survey, June 2023

of site staff reported 
declining more trials  
due to capacity challenges 

26%

Source: Tufts Center for the Study of Drug Development
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IQVIA Technologies is stepping up to the challenge of 
building a single home for sites into which all industry 
stakeholders are welcomed. Sponsors, CROs, and tech  

vendors now have a place to bring their site-facing 
applications together, under one roof, in One Home  
for Sites.

Introducing IQVIA One Home for Sites

Figure 3: Key features of IQVIA One Home for Sites
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https://www.iqvia.com/onehomeforsites
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Figure 4: Sign in once and access all products
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Figure 5: Sign in once and access all affiliated trial systems
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https://www.iqvia.com/onehomeforsites
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Let’s Fix the Site Plight. Together.
Built for sites to benefit all

When pharmaceutical sponsors of trials adopt IQVIA  
One Home for Sites, they reduce the burden on their 
clinical research sites and on their own organizations. 
Most importantly, they are contributing to the 
overarching mission of the industry: To increase clinical 
trial capacity so that new treatments get to patients  
in need more quickly.  

SPONSORS

• Deliver on a better investigator experience

• Get your studies prioritized and started faster  
by sites

• Keep your current clinical tech stack – no need  
to commit to a single vendor or develop inhouse

SITES

• Spend less time logging into systems and more  
time with patients

• Simplify system management and onboarding  
new staff and trials

• Activate more quickly

TECH PARTNERS

• Become a preferred vendor to more sponsors  
and sites

• Make integrations easier for your developers  
and customers

• Gain exposure in the clinical marketplace and  
grow your userbase faster 

https://www.iqvia.com/onehomeforsites
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Become part of the movement 
to increase clinical trial capacity
Because patients can’t wait

Visit us at iqvia.com/onehomeforsites to learn more  
and request a technology landscape consultation.

https://www.iqvia.com/onehomeforsites

